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DTyo valmis

Strategisten toimenpiteiden valmistelu ja validointi
Data gathering themes from companies

• Employability of graduates (M.Sc and D.Sc (Tech))
• TKK as a Research partner
  – Foreign profs, post docs
  – Competition among Tech Universities from Company point of view
• TKK as a partner in Internationalization
  – Company needs for TKK focus areas
    • on education vs research axis,
    • in terms of areas of engineering and
    • In terms of business functions: R&D, Customer process, Management
  – Volume of International education and research activity
  – Company needs of TKK collaboration in large International Projects with multiple partners
  – Development collaboration in 3rd world countries
  – TKK participation in 3rd task International Activities (Standardisation, Policy: e.g. EU platforms…)
Research methods

• Web and paper inquiry to graduates
• Web and paper inquiry to companies
• Interviews of selected Technology Industry managers
  – Volunteers are called